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The Pioneer
Inventor, visionary,
entrepreneur

Erwin Hymer wrote camping history by turning
his group of companies into the European
market leader.
Technical know-how, the pioneering spirit of the entrepreneur and a healthy dose of ambition and hard work − all of
these were typical of Erwin Hymer. From small beginnings,
the company founder, who passed away in April 2013, created
a group of companies which now ranks among the leading
motorhome and caravan manufacturers in Europe and is active worldwide.
As a young engineer, Erwin Hymer followed his parents’ calling, and began working in his father Alfons’ repair shop in the
southern German town of Bad Waldsee in 1956. Just one year
later, he developed the first caravan – the original “Troll” – in
collaboration with the engineer Erich Bachem. And thus began a new era! The next decisive step came in 1971 with the
launch of the first HYMER motorhome – a key milestone in
our long corporate history!
The last 60 years have seen the emergence of a range of different series, models and layouts.

Erwin Hymer (* 27 July 1930 † 11 April 2013), a leading figure of the
European caravan and motorhome sector.

Many of the motorhomes and caravans set standards and ushered in new trends − especially in terms of technology, comfort and design, as well as quality and safety. For our founder
Erwin Hymer, incorporating customers’ wishes into the development of new and improved vehicles was always a matter of
principle.
For decades, Erwin Hymer’s inventiveness and ceaseless creativity has shaped the entire industry. His whole life’s work
provides us with a model for future corporate decisions.
As a result, the concept of motorhoming has always been
inseparably linked with the name HYMER. The passion and
professionalism that goes into the development and construction of our vehicles communicates itself to our customers. We at HYMER are not only proud of 60 years of company
history, but also of our employees, who devote their energies
and ideas on a daily basis to making “travel in the original”
possible.

The HYMER way
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A unique success story

The development of the integrated Hymermobil at the beginning of the 70s ushered in a new era in the history of mobile
homes. The year 2014 saw the production of the 150,000th
HYMER motorhome. From the legendary B-Class or the luxurious S-Class to the lightweights of the Exsis series or the col-

The history of the HYMER motorhome.

1923

Alfons Hymer begins production
of agricultural vehicles.

1995

HYMER presents the new
S-Class and becomes the first
company in the industry to be
certified according to ISO 9001
on the strength of its high product quality.

1957

Erich Bachem (“ERIBA”) and
Erwin Hymer build the original
“Troll”, the first caravan.

2004

In October, the 100,000th Hymer
motorhome rolls off the production line in Bad Waldsee.

1961

The first hand-built HYMER
motorhome, the Caravano, makes
its debut.

2007

HYMER’s 50th anniversary is honoured with an anniversary edition
of the B-Class SL in gold.

2017

60 years on the move:
HYMER celebrates its anniversary.

Visit the Erwin Hymer Museum
and discover the world of motorhoming and the greatest routes
of all time.
www.erwin-hymer-museum.de
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1971

The first Hymermobil is built and
presented at the Caravan Salon.

2011

Opening of the Erwin Hymer
Museum opposite the company
headquarters in Bad Waldsee.

1976

The Hymermobil 521 with pulldown double bed in the cab
becomes a bestseller.

2012

Lightweight design from Bad
Waldsee – HYMER puts its stamp
on the 3-ton class and sets new
standards within the industry.

1978

The innovative PUAL body shell
is developed and proves its
stability.

2014

Europe’s leading manufacturer
produces the 150,000th HYMER
motorhome.

ourful variety of semi-integrated models − many vehicles
from these model series have been crowned with major
awards over the years. This chronicle sketches the key stages
in the remarkable success story of the Hymermobil.

1981

The HYMER B-Class is introduced
and develops over the
following years into Europe’s
most popular motorhome.

2015

A further milestone:
the Hymermobil ML-I – an
integrated motorhome on a
Mercedes-Benz chassis weighing
less than 3.5 tons.

1986

HYMER becomes the first manufacturer to grant a 6-year water
ingress warranty on its motorhomes.

2016

A new era begins with the
Hymermobil B-Class DynamicLine,
offering superlative comfort
despite a weight of less than
three tons.

The HYMER way
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Bodywork and safety
Be prepared for all eventualities with HYMER.

Stowage
space
The stowage facilities combine
quantity and quality to a unique
degree. From the extra-large garages to the many storage compartments and overhead lockers
– not an inch of space is wasted.

Field of vision
Lightweight
construction
No need to compromise on holiday. Our innovative lightweight
technology combines uncompromising lightness with a high degree of comfort for you.

GRP roof & underbody
The HYMER multi-layer technology consists of an aluminium PUAL
sandwich, with an optional GRP roof coating for maximum hail protection. Leak-tightness is also guaranteed for many years thanks to the
additional aluminium layer. The robust, continuous GRP lightweight
floor provides protection from de-icing salt, dirt and chips caused by
stones.

LED headlights
The modern LED fibre optics with daytime
running light in the new, specially developed
HYMER headlights provide optimum visibility
and visibility conditions day and night. This
ensures perfect illumination in traffic, making you even safer as a result.

The panoramic windscreen with the large
side windows has been greatly improved
thanks to targeted studies into the field of vision. This gives you a perfect view of obstacles - as well as road signs and traffic lights from the driver's seat. The new wide-angle
exterior mirrors ensure you have an excellent
rear view without restricting the view diagonally ahead.

PUAL body shell 2.0
With an aluminium inner and outer skin, improved foam composition and 100% woodfree design without thermal bridging, for
maximum stability and top insulation values.
Aluminium on the inside wall ensures even,
rapid heat distribution. The polyurethane
foam also offers numerous other benefits.
Among other things, it is water-repellent,
lightweight and extremely durable.

HY-Tec INSIDE
The future is now – discover the
unique HYMER technology!

HYMER energy management system
Modern LED technology combined with an intelligent energy management
system reduces power consumption by up to 75%. The system detects how
much power the vehicle is currently using and automatically switches from
the starter to the living area battery, and vice versa. This increases the
life of the installed batteries.

Reversing camera
The optional reversing camera has a
double lens and offers an integrated
rear view mirror function. The
additional service camera on the
underbody of the vehicle makes it easy
to dispose of grey water. The camera
is also protected from dirt by a nano
sealing, while the integrated LED diodes
ensure perfect night vision.

HYMER SMART Control
As an integrated on-board system, the new HYMER SMART Control connects the motorhome’s main peripheral devices with the
control unit of the navigation system. This enables you to check
the most important data in real time, e.g. the voltage of the
starter and living area battery, the fresh and waste water tank
levels and the 230V mains power supply.

Heater
With the new dual-zone climate control, the temperatures in the cab and living/rear
sleeping area can be controlled separately. That way you can keep things cosy and
warm at the front, for example, whilst having a pleasantly cool sleeping temperature
in the rear section of the motorhome.

Sleeping comfort
The HYMER comfort sleeping
system with high-quality discspring bed frames maximises
the benefits of the multi-zone
cold foam mattresses.

HYMER multi-media
The loudspeakers in the living area and rear can
be variably adjusted according to the appliance.
This ensures a clear, full sound throughout the
motorhome, rather than coming from the small
loudspeakers of the TV.

Ergonomic design
The seating area with 360°-rotatable table and the
height and angle-adjustable Ergoflex cab seats
with their wide armrests enable you to relax and
drive in comfort. The kitchen worktop, beds and
entrance door height are also optimally designed
from an ergonomic point of view.
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The HYMER test laboratory

Fabric quality

When a new model rolls off the production line at HYMER, it is put
through its paces. First and foremost, it has to meet a catalogue of ISO
standards which apply to every vehicle and caravan. In addition, HYMER
has developed a number of its own test procedures over the years which
help to guarantee our uniquely high standard of quality. These include
noise tests, vibration tracks, cold chambers, shower tests, cooker tests,
inspection of the storage compartment doors and leak testing of structural components. At the end, every point on the checklist must be
ticked off before the model can be given the green light for series
production.

HYMER has the widest choice of fabric combinations of any
series manufacturer in the leisure vehicle industry.
We offer our customers a total of 18 fabric combinations,
which are available depending on the model range: two with
imitation leather and fabric and two all-leather options. The
upholstery materials and imitation leather are mainly sourced
from renowned German manufacturers and weaving mills of
European-wide repute; the leather is obtained directly from
our Italian partners.

Made in Germany
From Bad Waldsee to the world

The motorhome is put through
its paces in the "vibration track"
tests, which simulate many
times the normal load. Detailed
documentation guarantees optimisation of the prototype right
through to series production.

From the initial idea to the finished product: at HYMER,
everything is “Made in Germany”. To be more precise, “Made
in Bad Waldsee”, which is where the headquarters of our
family company have been located since its foundation in
1957. At the heart of the HYMER head office is the 24,000 m²
state-of-the-art production hall, inaugurated in 2007. The
many different motorhomes and caravans are produced on
four production lines, consistent with the automotive industry and in accordance with strict HYMER quality standards. The creations of the design team are brought to life by
true-to-scale CAD drawings and then turned into reality by our
employees in the furniture construction, upholstery and sewing
shop. A final inspection awaits all our motorhomes at the end
of the production hall. This is our final quality control station,
where every motorhome undergoes a last check. Following this
inspection, the vehicles are polished to a high finish.

All the materials are processed by 30 sewing experts
in our own sewing shop in Bad Waldsee. For a fabric to be fitted in one of our leisure vehicles, it not only has to have an
impressive design, but must also satisfy numerous quality
standards, such as the 18 DIN ISO test standards, as well as
passing the appropriate finish tests. Is it pleasant
to the touch? Does it create a homely atmosphere? Is it
abrasion-resistant? Are the seams in the correct place? Is it
fireproof, waterproof, lightfast and colourfast? The upholstery materials are used on a daily basis and often exposed to
intense sunlight. That’s why they have to deliver what they
promise. All upholstery materials also have stain protection
and outstanding use and care qualities.

The HYMER way

The HYMER way | Brand values
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Not just a pretty face
The models of the four HYMER classes.

Comfort class

Comfort Plus class

Superior class

Luxury class

Semi-integrated:

Semi-integrated:

Semi-integrated:

HYMER Van | page 18

HYMER Exsis-t | page 32

HYMER T-Class CL | page 66

HYMER Van S| page 24

HYMER ML-T| page 42

HYMER T-Class SL | page 74

Fully-integrated:

Fully-integrated:

Fully-integrated:

Fully-integrated:

Hymermobil B-Class PL | page 84

Hymermobil B-Class SL | page 94

Hymermobil Exsis-i | page 32

Hymermobil ML-I | page 42

Hymermobil B-Class DL | page 52

Hymermobil StarLine | page 104

The HYMER way
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The Comfort class
Comfort class

The new carefree way to travel.

When travelling in your motorhome, you shouldn't have to compromise on anything. Least of all
on comfort. With HYMER and the highly developed lightweight vehicles in this class, you will discover the new carefree way to travel – mile after mile.

HYMER Van S

HYMER Van

Comfort class | HYMER Van
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HYMER Van

HYMER is credited within the motorhome industry with the invention of the panel van. The HYMER
Van answers the increased demand for ultra-compact semi-integrated vehicles which can fulfil the
dual function of motorhome and second car. With an overall length of 5.45 to 5.99 metres, they are
light and agile, making them easy to manoeuvre in traffic.
What’s more, you can park them virtually anywhere. But compactness doesn’t mean compromising on familiar comforts: on the contrary, the HYMER Van comes optimally equipped with
bathroom, shower, kitchen, bed and garage.

• Van 314 page 22
• Van 374 page 22

Like a second car

Slender and
manoeuvrable

Large garage up to
65 x 106 cm

3.5t
Tank insulated and
heated

Garage loading
capacity
up to 450 kg

3.5-ton class

Comfort class

Compact, comfortable, semi-integrated.

Comfort class | HYMER Van
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Living area, kitchen, storage & sleeping

21

Comfort class

Living area
and more

Functional interior
concepts for your dream trip.

Cosy
living area.
Pictured here:
Trentino Pear Wood
light coloured interior with Pico fabric
combination,
in Van 374

Sleeping space
for two.
The comfortable single
beds measuring up
to 198 cm and the
numerous cupboards
offer plenty of space.
And all that within less
than 6 metres!

Well-equipped
compact kitchen.
The modern kitchen
in the HYMER Van
is highly compact
and comes with a
2-burner hob and a
practical sink combo
as standard.
Under-bed wardrobe.
Integrated under the folding bed is a wardrobe
which can also be accessed from the garage. In
combination with the optional tailgate, this provides a handy through-loading facility if required
(Van 314).

22

Van 314

Highlights:

222

545

Van 314

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

545 x 222 x 277 cm

2,515 kg

985 – 1,335 * kg

•

Large transverse bed, dimensions
200 x 145 / 130 cm

•

Spacious wardrobe under transverse bed

•

Compact bathroom with folding washbasin, mirror cabinet
and large shower space

•

Refrigerator capacity 85 l

•

Smallest motorhome in length

•

Amazing storage for a 5.45 m
van,
drawers in seating area,
through-loading compartment
in garage, wardrobe and optional tailgate
Seats

Stay connected
on your travels
Want to know more about us?
On our website you'll find everything there is to know about HYMER:
company history, model overviews, detailed information and much
more. Want to be friends? We are now also active on social media
channels. Check us out at hymer.com and on our Facebook or Instagram channels!

Berths / O*

*

Van 374

Highlights:

222

599

•

2 large twin beds,
dimensions 198 x 80 / 182 x 80
cm

•

Spacious wardrobe
and large linen drawer under
twin beds

•

Compact bathroom with folding washbasin, mirror cabinet
and large shower space

•

Refrigerator capacity 85 l

•

Twin bed vehicle under 6 m

www.facebook.com/hymer.reisen.
im.original
instagram.com/hymer

Van 374

*O = optional extras

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

599 x 222 x 277 cm

2,600 kg

900 – 1,250 * kg

Seats

Berths / O*

*

Comfort class

Comfort class | HYMER Van 314 & 374

Comfort class | HYMER Van S
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A marriage of compact design and
driving pleasure.

The semi-integrated HYMER Van S motorhome is a byword for driving pleasure,
manoeuvrability and above all flexibility.
This compact semi-integrated model unites the latest safety standards, compact
dimensions and maximum comfort to create an impressive overall package, and
boasts the typical Mercedes-Benz features: a powerful engine, state-of-the art
safety equipment and unique handling thanks to its compact size. For maximum flexibility on your holidays!

• Van S 520 page 28

Like a second car

Slender and manoeuvrable

Large garage up to
85 x 121 cm

3.5t
Tank insulated and
heated

Garage loading capacity
up to 450 kg

3.5-ton class

Comfort class

HYMER Van S

26

Living area
and more
A perfect interior ambience
with a touch of class.

27

Sleeping, storage and bathroom

Sleeping space
for two.
The comfortable single
beds measuring up to
200 cm and the numerous cupboards offer
plenty of space. And all
that within 6.36 m!

Comfort class

Comfort class | HYMER Van S

Compact daylight bathroom.
The compact bathroom of the Van S comes as standard
with a stylish mirror cabinet offering plenty of storage
space, and has a skylight to let in fresh air and daylight.

Stylish, space-saving fittings.
The bathroom is equipped with a superior-quality, sturdy
folding washbasin in solid surface material.
A space-saving tambour door allows easy access.

Ample storage space.
At the kitchen end of the seating area – pictured
here in the standard Trentino Pear Wood finish – is
an extremely spacious storage drawer.

(Illustration shows similar fabric)

Comfort class | HYMER Van S 520
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Highlights:
•

2 large twin beds, dimensions
200 x 80 / 188 x 80 cm

•

Spacious wardrobe
and large linen drawer under
twin beds

•

Medium height wardrobe
with shelf

•

Compact bathroom with folding washbasin, mirror cabinet
and large shower space

222

636

636

Van S 520

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

636 x 222 x 290 cm

2,870 kg

630 – 1,330 * kg

•

Level living area floor, no platform

•

Refrigerator capacity 85 l

Seats

Berths / O*

*

The world of travel
at your ﬁngertips
Analogue or digital – the choice is yours.
Our newsletter keeps friends and potential customers up to
date with all our latest news and products. What's more, it's
completely free! Subscribe today at www.hymer.com

Discover
how it all began…

60 years ago, the inventor, visionary and entrepreneur Erwin Hymer
built his first caravan, marking the beginning of a corporate success story. In the latest HYMER magazine, you can read all about how HYMER
has evolved in the meantime into the European market leader in the
motorhome sector.
There are also interesting travel reports to enjoy, along with a variety of
travel and culture tips and recommendations for attractive destinations
– just the thing to put you in the holiday mood! And of course you'll find
information on all the latest HYMER products. As a FREEONTOUR loyalty
card holder, the magazine will be sent to you free of charge.

*O = optional extras

Comfort class

Van S 520
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The Comfort
Plus class

The perfect holiday on wheels.

Comfort Plus class

From adventure holiday to family vacation – only the best will do when it comes to
your dream trip. These top-of-the-range motorhomes offer every home comfort
for maximum enjoyment – the journey is the reward.

Hymermobil Exsis-i

HYMER Exsis-t

Hymermobil B-Class DL

HYMER ML-T
Hymermobil ML-I

Comfort Plus class
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HYMER Exsis-t and
Hymermobil Exsis-i
The new Exsis demonstrates our many years of experience in the field of lightweight construction: even when almost fully kitted out with two people on board, a full fresh water tank and
two full gas bottles, there are still payload reserves of up to around 450 kilograms depending
on layout. An all-time best in the 3.5-ton category! The exterior and interior of the Exsis also
boast a unique design, ingenious features and a really homely and cosy atmosphere. Amongst
other things, its aerodynamic design ensures low fuel consumption, quiet driving and a perfect
view. Thanks to modern chassis technology, the Exsis displays first-rate insulation values,
stability and durability.

Facelift

• Exsis-t/Exsis-i 474 page 38
• Exsis-i 504 page38
• Exsis-t/Exsis-i 588 page 39
• Exsis-t/Exsis-i 594 page 39
• Exsis-t/Exsis-i 678 page 40

Slender and manoeuvrable

HYMER LED headlight
and hybrid rear light

PUAL AL/AL

3.5t
Garage loading capacity
up to 450 kg

Large garage

3.5-ton class

Comfort Plus class

Discover the future
of the 3-ton class.

Comfort Plus class | HYMER Exsis-t and Hymermobil Exsis-i
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Living area and kitchen

Living area
and kitchen

Comfort Plus class

Striking design combined
with a cosy, relaxed ambience.

Home from home.
The L-shaped seating area lends a cosy, even
homely look to the whole interior thanks to
the Santana fabric design – seen here in the
Chiavenna Walnut furniture finish.

Top-class seating.
The cab is perfectly integrated into the
living area for a real home-from-home
feeling, as pictured here in the Exsis-t 588
with modern Chiavenna Walnut furniture finish and Grazia fabric design. The
B-pillars are additionally upholstered and
the overhead lockers extend over the driver
and passenger doors.

Just like a home cinema.
Thanks to the optional 32-inch flat screen
and the HYMER Smart Multimedia System including Bluetooth connection, you
can can create a home cinema feeling
while on holiday.

Generous kitchen area.
A generous side kitchen is part of the
standard equipment in Exsis models
474, 504 and 588. The readily accessible overhead lockers
and large, flexibly partitioned drawers
are a boon when pottering in the
kitchen.

Comfort Plus class | HYMER Exsis-t and Hymermobil Exsis-i
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Sleeping and bathroom

Sleeping
area
Ample space,
light and quality of life.

Comfort Plus class

Sweet dreams.
Optionally, the single beds in the Exsis-t
come with a connecting cushion between
the mattresses. A number of handy overhead lockers make your sleeping comfort
complete.

Ample space.
The extremely roomy
comfort bathroom not
only boasts a separate
shower with fixed walls
but also allows plenty of
standing space in front
of the washbasin.

Superior sleeping comfort
The fold-down bed above the cab in the Exsis-i can be lowered right down for maximum
freedom of movement and headroom. It
offers a comfortable sleeping space extending
across the entire width of 1.50 metres – even
in the front part of the vehicle.

Comfort bathroom
The redesigned comfort bathroom with a large
shower space offers plenty of elbow room both
in front of the washbasin and while showering.
Generous bathroom cabinets with plenty of storage
space make it easy to keep all your accessories
within reach. The shelves are fitted with tensioning
straps as standard to keep small and fragile items
secure even when the vehicle is in motion. The
bench toilet
supports an optimised ergonomic sitting position
and is easy to clean.

Exsis-i 474

222

664

•

2 large twin beds,
dimensions 190 x 80 / 190 x 80
cm

•

Spacious wardrobe and
linen drawer under beds

•

Additional floor-to-ceiling
wardrobe, 142 l refrigerator
optional

•

Vario-Premium bathroom, open
bathroom/WC combination.
Hinged shower partition and
large showering area

•

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

Exsis-t 474

659 x 222 x 277 cm

2,710 kg

790 – 1,790 * kg

Exsis-i 474

664 x 222 x 277 cm

2,790 kg

710 – 1,710 * kg

*

222
*O = Optional extra

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

Large rear single bed,
dimensions 200 x 177 /92 cm

•

Integrated fold-down bed,
dimensions 188 x 150 cm

•

Convenient access to rear bed

•

Spacious floor-to-ceiling wardrobe

•

Comfort bathroom with separate
shower

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

Exsis-t 588

694 x 222 x 277 cm

2,770 kg

730 – 1,730 * kg

Exsis-i 588

699 x 222 x 277 cm

2,840 kg

660 – 1,660 * kg

599 x 222 x 277 cm

2,700 kg

800 – 1,150 * kg

* *Data not yet confirmed on going to press.

•

Spacious wardrobe and
linen drawer under beds

•

Additional floor-to-ceiling
wardrobe

•

Comfort bathroom with separate shower

•

Large 160 l refrigerator optional

•

Large moped garage

Seats

694

694
Exsis-i 594

*

•

Large rear double bed, dimensions 200 x 153 / 130 cm

•

Comfortable seating area with
side couch

•

Convenient access to rear bed

•

Spacious floor-to-ceiling
wardrobe

•

Bathroom for more privacy, can
be closed off to front, separate
shower

•

Large 160 l refrigerator
optional

699

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

Exsis-t 594

694 x 222 x 277 cm

**

**

Exsis-i 594

699 x 222 x 277 cm

2,870 kg

630 – 1,630 * kg

Berths

Berths / O*

Highlights:

Large 160 l refrigerator optional

Seats

2 large twin beds,
dimensions 200 x 80 / 190 x 80
cm

699

222
Exsis-i 504

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

•

Exsis-t 594

•

•

Exsis-i 588

Berths / O*

Highlights:
599

694

Large moped garage

Seats

Exsis-i 504

Highlights:

222

222

659

Exsis-t 588

222

Highlights:

39

HYMER Exsis-t 588 & 594 and Hymermobil Exsis-i 588 & 594

222

Exsis-t 474

38

Seats

Berths / O*

*
*

Comfort Plus class

Comfort Plus class | HYMER Exsis-t 474 and Hymermobil Exsis-i 474 & 504
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Comfort Plus class | HYMER Exsis-t 678 and Hymermobil Exsis-i 678

Highlights:

222

744

Exsis-i 678

•

2 large twin beds,
dimensions 200 x 80 / 190 x 80
cm

•

Comfortable seating area with
side couch

•

Spacious wardrobe and linen
drawer under beds

•

Additional floor-to-ceiling
wardrobe

•

Bathroom for more privacy, can
be closed off to front, separate
shower

•

Large 160 l refrigerator optional

•

Large moped garage

749

222

Fahrsicherheitstraining
vonHYMER:
HYMER:
Driving safety training with

Safety
firstNummer
with the numMit
der
1
ber one!
auf Nummer Sicher.
HYMER is the first and only manufacturer to offer a dedicated safety training course
for motorhomes and caravans. And not just for HYMER, ERIBA or HYMERCAR drivers!
After all, the safety of all motorhoming enthusiasts is a top priority for the inventor
of the motorhome. For more information on dates and prices see:
https://www.hymer.com/en/driving-safety-training/

rs
For drive
es!
of all mak
Comfort Plus class

Exsis-t 678

749
Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

Exsis-t 678

744 x 222 x 277 cm

2,875 kg

625 – 1,625 * kg

Exsis-i 678

749 x 222 x 277 cm

2,930 kg

570 – 1,570 * kg

Seats

Berths / O*

*
*

SAFETY TRAINING

*O = optional extras

Comfort Plus class | HYMER ML-T and Hymermobil ML-I
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HYMER ML-T and
Hymermobil ML-I
The HYMER ML-T unites the latest drive technology and innovative lightweight construction with
optimal comfort in an agile semi-integrated motorhome. Every corner speaks of comfort and
convenience: the level living area floor, the large seating area and the standard extending table are just a few examples. The HYMER ML-T also comes with a comprehensive safety package.
What’s more, it boasts a range of standard features and additional comfort which are unrivalled
in this class.
The new Hymermobil ML-I is a classically stylish and agile integrated model in the 3.5-ton
class with a Mercedes-Benz chassis, based on the lightweight design concept of the
semi-integrated HYMER ML-T. Among its highlights are the extensive standard safety
package and the optionally available automatic transmission 7G-TRONIC PLUS.

• HYMER ML-T/ML-I 540 page 48
• HYMER ML-T 560 page 48
• HYMER ML-T/ML-I 580 page 49
• HYMER ML-T/ML-I 620 page 49
• HYMER ML-T/ML-I 630 page 50

Four-wheel drive

Non-wheel-arch-type
shower

Rear-wheel drive

Level throughout

Large garage

Slender and manoeuvrable

Comfort Plus class

Milestones of innovation.

Comfort Plus class | HYMER ML-T and Hymermobil ML-I
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Living area and kitchen

Individual ideas
for stylish living
and cooking.

Ample seating.
The semi-dinette of the ML 580
seats up to four people thanks
to its swivel table extension.
Pictured here in the Trentino
Pear Wood furniture finish and
Cremissimo fabric design.

Snug living area.
The stylish seating area in the ML
620 is available in the Palatino
Apple Cream furniture finish
and Aureus style collection, and
is pictured here in the optional
L-shaped version.

Generous side kitchen.
The flexibly partitioned kitchen
drawers in various sizes and readily
accessible overhead lockers are
highlights of the large,
well-planned side kitchen.

Modern corner kitchen
A Smart-Tower refrigerator
(142-litre), the floor-to-ceiling
larder unit and an optional
oven are all accommodated
in the generous corner kitchen
of the ML-I 620, shown here
in the optional Palatino Apple
Cream furniture finish.

Comfort Plus class

Living area
and kitchen

46

Sleeping and bathroom

47

Comfort Plus class

Comfort Plus class | HYMER ML-T and Hymermobil ML-I

Comfy sleeping oasis
The comfortable single beds in the ML 580 and 620 also
come in a low-level version for easier access. On request,
the single beds can be converted to a giant sleeping oasis
via an additional cushion.

No more wet feet!
The benefits of the separate
shower partition in the ML 580
are twofold. Left open, it creates
plenty of elbow room in the
comfort bathroom. When
closed, the rest of the bathroom
stays dry.

Versatile bathroom.
The attractive bathroom in the
ML-I 620 can be separated off
completely from the living area.
Both the bathroom/toilet and
shower area can also be used
separately.

Sleeping
and bathroom
A linear aesthetic coupled with modern charm.

Comfortable fold-down bed.
The ML-I has a highly comfortable and
convenient 150 cm-wide fold-down bed above
the cab which lowers right down and is firmly
supported. A sturdy stepladder allows easier
access to the bed area.

48

Highlights:

222

•

Spacious full-length wardrobe

•

Vario-Premium bathroom, open
bathroom/WC combination.
Hinged shower partition and
large shower space

636
ML-I 540

•

222

639

698

Large transverse bed, dimensions
200 x 145 / 122 cm

•

Level living area floor, no platform

•

Large 142 l refrigerator.

•

Large moped garage

Highlights:

698

•

2 large twin beds, dimensions
194 x 80 / 187 x 80 cm

•

Spacious wardrobes under twin
beds

•

Additional floor-to-ceiling
wardrobe

•

Comfort bathroom with separate shower and level shower
space

•

Level living area floor, no platform

•

Large 142 l refrigerator

•

Huge moped garage

ML-I 580
699

222

636

ML-T 580

222

ML-T 540

49

HYMER ML-T 580 & 620 and Hymermobil ML-I 580 and 620

699

639
Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

ML-T 540

636 x 222 x 290 cm

2,835 kg

665 – 1,365 * kg

ML-I 540

639 x 222 x 290 cm

2,935 kg

565 – 1,265 * kg

Seats

*

ML-T 560

Highlights:
•

ML-T 580

698 x 222 x 290 cm

2,970 kg

530 – 1,230 * kg

ML-I 580

699 x 222 x 290 cm

3,050 kg

450 – 1,100 * kg

Seats

•

Comfort bathroom with separate
shower and level shower space
Level living area floor, no platform

•

Large 142 l refrigerator.

•

Huge moped garage

Berths / O*

*

Highlights:
779

Large transverse bed, dimensions
200 x 148 cm
2 spacious full-length wardrobes

•

Payload / O*

779

•

2 large twin beds, dimensions
197 x 80 / 200 x 80 cm

•

Spacious wardrobes under twin
beds

•

Additional floor-to-ceiling
wardrobe

•

Bathroom for more privacy,
can be closed off to front with
dressing area inside

•

Level living area floor, no platform

•

Large 142 l refrigerator with
larder unit

•

Huge moped garage

ML-I 620
780

222

698

Mass in running
order

ML-T 620

•
222

698

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Berths / O*

222

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

780

ML-T 560

*O = optional extras

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

698 x 222 x 290 cm

2,940 kg

560 – 1,260 * kg

Seats

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload

ML-T 620

779 x 222 x 290 cm

3,150 kg

1,050 kg

ML-I 620

780 x 222 x 290 cm

3,270 kg

930 kg

Berths / O*

*

Seats

Berths / O*

*
*

Comfort Plus class

Comfort Plus class | HYMER ML-T 540 & 560 & Hymermobil ML-I 540

Comfort
Plus | HYMER
ML-T 630 and Hymermobil ML-I 630
Komfort-Plus
Rubrizerung

50

Highlights:

222

779

779
ML-I 630

•

Large queen-size bed, dimensions 190 x 140 cm / 200 x 140
cm

•

2 wardrobes next to queensized bed

•

Additional floor-to-ceiling
wardrobe

•

Bathroom for more privacy,
can be closed off to front with
dressing area inside

•

Level living area floor, no platform

•

Large 142 l refrigerator with
larder unit

222

780

Factory tours

Start your tour of discovery here.

Comfort Plus class

ML-T 630

780
Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload

ML-T 630

779 x 222 x 290 cm

3,150 kg

1,050 kg

ML-I 630

780 x 222 x 290 cm

3,270 kg

930 kg

Seats

Berths / O*

*
*

The name HYMER is now a byword for premium motorhomes
and caravans. Let us show you why. Go on a unique discovery
tour of our production facilities and take a look behind the
scenes. In the last 60 years, HYMER has evolved into one of
the top brands in the industry.
From day one, we have been committed to the “Made in
Germany” seal of quality.

Sign up
now and
the
discover
world of
H Y ME R !
Factory tours can be taken at 1.30 pm
every Wednesday. Want to find out
more about the home of HYMER?
Details of the tour and how to register
are available at: www.hymer.com

*O = optional extras

Comfort Plus class | Hymermobil B-Class DL
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Hymermobil
B-Class DL

The Hymermobil B-Class DynamicLine is an impressive follow-up to the success story of this model range. Thanks to its innovative lightweight construction, this integrated motorhome weighs
in at well below the 3.5-ton limit. At the same time, the new model generation is a match for
any of its predecessors when it comes to premium equipment features and comfort. The narrower body and elegant exterior design lend the vehicle a sporty, automotive character. Inside,
the new generation of lightweight and stylishly designed furniture adds to the perfect overall impression.

NEW

exterio

• B-DL 444 page 58

r desig

n

• B-DL 504 page 58
• B-DL 574 page 59
• B-DL 584 page 59
• B-DL 588 page 60
• B-DL 594 page 60
• B-DL 678 page 61
• B-DL 534
(DuoMobil)

Non-wheel-arch-type
shower

PUAL AL/AL

HYMER LED headlight
and hybrid rear light

Large garage

Double floor

Loading capacity 450
kg

page 62

Comfort Plus class

The benchmark for mobile travel.

54
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Living area and kitchen

Cooking has never been so
much fun!
The modern design of the kitchen
in the B 678 DL boasts an elegant
curved kitchen unit with a generous worktop and extra-deep
drawers.
Innovative and cosy.
The standard LED interior lighting is not just cosy,
but only uses 3/4 as much electricity. You can relax
and drive in comfort thanks to the comfort L-shaped
seating area with lounge upholstery and 360° rotatable luxury table, plus the height and angle-adjustable Ergoflex pilot seats with wide armrests.

Living area
and kitchen
Tasteful
and multifaceted
interior concepts.

Integrated worktop.
The side kitchen has large,
flexibly partitioned drawers
and can be extended
thanks to an integrated
flush worktop – seen here
in the Palatino Apple furniture finish.

Comfort Plus class

Comfort Plus class | Hymermobil B-Class DL

Comfort Plus class | Hymermobil B-Class DL
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Sleeping and bathroom

57

Ideally equipped
for holiday comfort
and convenience.

Dual function.
The bathroom of the Hymermobil B-Class
DL 678 features a separate
shower and wash area. Thanks to a fixed
door, the area in between can
also be used as a dressing room.

Superior fittings.
The new comfort bathroom provides a generous shower space and standing room
unobstructed by the wheel arch. The new facility is completed by a high-quality
washbasin in “Cool Glass” and an easy-clean bench toilet.

Room at the top.
Numerous overhead lockers and strategically positioned single beds ensure optimal use
of the overhead space in the B 588 DL.

Easy access.
The 1.45-metre-wide fold-down
bed can be lowered right down,
allowing easier access and providing maximum headroom. The
bed can be optionally extended
with optional pull-out sections to
form twin beds.

Comfort Plus class

Sleeping
and bathroom

58

B-Class DL 444

Highlights:

•

Large twin beds,
dimensions 200 x 80 / 190 x 80
cm

•

Wide wardrobe on
top of moped garage

•

2 spacious wardrobes under
twin beds

•

Comfort bathroom with separate shower and level shower
space

•

Bathroom for more privacy,
can be closed off to front with
dressing area inside

•

Level living area floor with double floor and no platform

•

Level living area floor with
double floor and no platform

•

Large 142 l refrigerator

•

Large 142 l refrigerator

•

Generously designed kitchen
with plenty of worktop and shelf
surfaces

•

Large moped garage

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

Seats / + O*

599 x 222 x 296 cm

2,870 kg

630 – 980 * kg

*

B-Class DL 504

222
B-DL 504

*O = optional extras

Berths

B-DL 574

Highlights:
599

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

599 x 222 x 296 cm

2,800 kg

700 – 1,050 * kg

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

699 x 222 x 296 cm

2,995 kg

505 – 1,505 * kg

Seats

Berths

B-Class DL 584

•

Large rear single bed,
dimensions 200 x 116 / 90 cm

•

Spacious wardrobe

•

Comfort bathroom with separate shower and level shower
space

•

Level living area floor with
double floor and no platform

•

Large 160 l refrigerator optional

•

Large moped garage

Seats

699

222

Fold-down bed with twin bed
option, dimensions 2 x 195 x 70
cm

Highlights:

Highlights:

699

222

B-DL 444

B-Class DL 574

•

222

599

59

Hymermobil B-Class DL 574 & 584

Berths

B-DL 584

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

699 x 222 x 296 cm

2,960 kg

540 – 1,540 * kg

•

Fold-down bed with twin bed
option, dimensions 2 x 195 x 70
cm

•

Spacious wardrobe in bathroom

•

Bathroom across entire vehicle
width and level shower space

•

Level living area floor with double floor and no platform

•

Large 160 l refrigerator optional

•

Large exterior locker door on
left in direction of travel 59 x
160 cm

•

Large moped garage
Seats

Berths

Comfort Plus class

Comfort Plus class | Hymermobil B-Class DL 444 & 504

Comfort Plus class | Hymermobil B-Class DL 588 & 594
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•

2 large twin beds,
dimensions 200 x 80 / 190 x 80 cm

•

2 spacious wardrobes under twin
beds and additional floor-to-ceiling wardrobe

222

699

B-DL 588

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

699 x 222 x 296 cm

2,990 kg

510 – 1,510 * kg

•

Comfort bathroom with separate
shower and level shower space

•

Level living area floor with double floor and no platform

•

Large 160 l refrigerator optional

•

Huge moped garage

Seats

222

699

*O = optional extras

Berths

Highlights:

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

699 x 222 x 296 cm

2,980 kg

520 – 1,520 * kg

•

Large transverse bed, dimensions
200 x 140 / 150 cm

•

2 spacious wardrobes

•

Bathroom for more privacy,
can be closed off to front with
dressing area inside

•

Level living area floor with
double floor and no platform

•

Large 160 l refrigerator optional

•

Couch plus L-shaped seating
can be turned into U-shaped
seating area

Seats

Berths / O*

*

Highlights:

749

B-DL 678

B-Class DL 594

B-DL 594

B-Class DL 678

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

749 x 222 x 296 cm

3,090 kg

410 – 1,410 * kg

•

2 large twin beds, dimensions
200 x 80 / 190 x 80 cm

•

2 spacious wardrobes under
twin beds and additional floorto-ceiling wardrobe

•

Bathroom for more privacy,
can be closed off to front with
dressing area inside

•

Level living area floor with
double floor and no platform

•

Large 160 l refrigerator optional

•

Huge moped garage

Seats / + O*

*

Berths / O*

*

Comfort Plus class

Highlights:

222

B-Class DL 588

61

Hymermobil B-Class DL 678

Living area, storage & sleeping

62

63

Hymermobil B-Class DL 534 (DuoMobil)

Restful sleep
In the front is a fold-down bed which can
also be converted in a jiffy into two 195 and
190-metre-long singles thanks to extending
footrests. A clear glass roof vent ensures a constant supply of fresh air and natural light.

Multiple rooms.
The separate shower provides
plenty of freedom of movement
and comes as standard. A fixed
door with an integrated mirror
separates the wet room and sleeping area from the living area.

Cleverly concealed.
Integrated in the rear shelf behind the lounge seating
area is a laptop compartment with USB, 230-V and 12-V
sockets. The compartment in the HYMER DuoMobil is
large enough to accommodate electronic devices such as
laptops, tablets, mobiles and cameras with chargers.

Highlights:
Fold-down bed with twin bed
option,
dimensions 195 x 60 / 190 x 60
cm

•

2 wardrobes in front of vehicle

•

Bathroom for more privacy, can
be closed off to rear with dressing area inside

•

Level living area floor with double floor and no platform

•

Large 160 l refrigerator optional

•

Large moped garage

B-Class DL 534 (DuoMobil)
699

222

Large U-shaped seating group.
There’s plenty of space to relax in the cosy U-shaped rear
seating group, optionally available with rounded corner
cushions in Cremissimo (neck cushions also available on
request). The large panoramic windows provide a great
all-round view.

•

Practical garage.
The HYMER DuoMobil B-DL
534 has a practical, extremely
spacious and easily accessible
garage boasting an internal
loading height of 117 cm.

Exterior design and exterior colour differ.

B-DL 534 (DuoMobil)

*O = optional extras

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

699 x 222 x 296 cm

2,980 kg

520 – 1,520 kg

Seats / + O*

*

Berths / O*

*

Comfort Plus class

Comfort Plus class |

The Superior class

Living it large.

HYMER sets new standards in this class. Enjoy the freedom of a generous interior design concept:
a cosy living area, comfy seating, a well equipped kitchen and plenty of privacy. That way you'll always feel at home,
even when you're thousands of miles away.

Hymermobil B-Class PremiumLine

HYMER T-Class SL

Superior class

HYMER T-Class CL

Superior class | HYMER T-Class CL
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HYMER T-Class CL
Simply spacious.

The HYMER T-Class CL sets new standards in its class. The 2.12 metre headroom alone exceeds the
usual standard by far. As a result, the interior design concepts are exceptionally generous – despite a
laden mass of less than 3.5 tons. No other semi-integrated model comes as close to the high comfort standard found in integrated motorhomes. The overhead lockers and living room floor extend
right to the front. The HYMER T-Class CL can be supplied with or without a fold-down bed. Virtually all beds have a spacious garage beneath, yet there is still plenty of headroom above the rear
beds.

NEW

furniture face

lift

• T-Class CL 574 page 72
• T-Class CL 678 page 72

Superior class

• T-Class CL 698 page 73

Large garage

Semi-integrated vehicle
with fold-down bed

Tank insulated and
heated

GRP floor

PUAL

Loading capacity 300 kg

Living
area and
kitchen

68
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Living area and kitchen

Captain Chair.
The cab seats with integrated headrests have a wider
backrest and double armrest for maximum comfort. They
can also be rotated by 180°.
Comfy seating.
The T 678 CL boasts an optionally available
L-shaped seating area in the Cusco fabric
combination. Access to the seating is improved
enormously by the 360-degree swivel table.

Elegant solutions
for an inspiring
interior ambience.

Cooking has never been so much fun!
The T 678 CL has a well-planned and spacious
kitchen unit with a low-level worktop, pull-out
drawers with Servo soft-touch closing mechanisms, a larder unit, acrylic splashbacks and
counter lighting as standard.

Cosy living space.
The interior of the T 678 CL is equipped as standard
with the Chiavenna Walnut furniture finish and Cusco
fabric design.

Superior class

Superior class | HYMER T-Class CL

Sleeping
area
Appealing
and functional –
wherever you’re
bound.

Room for the grandchildren.
The optionally available fold-down bed offers a
generous sleeping surface and is integrated into
the living area – so you can take the grandchildren too!

70

71

Sleeping and bathroom

Guaranteed privacy.
The bathroom in the T 678 CL and T 698 CL with separate
washing and toilet area can be used to divide the front and
rear if required. A dressing room can also be created in the
T-Class 698 CL with the additional partition closing off the
bed.

Plenty of space.
There is enough room for everyone to get a good night’s sleep
thanks to the 83-cm-wide bed in the twin bed version and the
150-cm-wide bed in the queen-size bed version.

Superior class

Superior class | HYMER T-Class CL

Highlights:
•

2 spacious wardrobes under
twin beds

•

Large seating area incl. side
couch within 6.80 m

•

Large shower and inviting washroom thanks to Vario concept

•

Large exterior locker doors,
interior garage dimensions 68 x
115cm

•

T-CL 574

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

680 x 235 x 290 cm

2,890 kg

600 – 1,610 * kg

*

*O = optional extras

T-CL 698

•

2 large twin beds,
dimensions 195 x 83 / 185 x 83
cm

•

2 spacious wardrobes under
twin beds

•

Additional floor-to-ceiling wardrobe

•

Bathroom for more privacy,
can be closed off to front with
dressing area inside

•

Large 160 l refrigerator optional

•

Large exterior locker doors,
interior garage dimensions: 100 x
115 cm

235
T-CL 678

Berths / O*

Highlights:
735

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

735 x 235 x 290 cm

3,000 kg

500 – 1,360 * kg

735

Large 142 l refrigerator

Seats

T-CL 678

Highlights:

2 large twin beds,
dimensions 195 x 83 / 185 x 83
cm

•
235

680

T-CL 698

235

T-CL 574

73

HYMER T-Class CL 698

Seats

Berths / O*

*

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

735 x 235 x 290 cm

2,995 kg

505 – 1,365 * kg

•

Large queen-size bed, dimensions: 200*/ 190 x 150 cm

•

2 spacious wardrobes next to
queen-size bed

•

Additional linen cupboard

•

Bathroom for more privacy,
can be closed off to front with
dressing area inside

•

Sleeping area can be partitioned off thanks to an additional sliding door

•

Large 160 l refrigerator,
optional

Seats

Berths / O*

*

Superior class
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Superior class | HYMER T-Class CL 574 & 678

Superior class | HYMER T-Class CL
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HYMER T-Class SL
The top of the semi-integrated range.

The new semi-integrated HYMER T-Class SL boasts a standard of comfort approaching that of a fully
integrated motorhome – and all with a laden mass of well below 3.5 tons. Featuring innovative layout concepts, it also has a double floor containing the plumbing/wiring and cellar compartments
plus a level living area floor.
Highlights of the HYMER T-Class SL are its abundant headroom and freedom to move, not to
mention its first-class inventory. What better travelling companion could you wish for?

• T-Class SL 554 page 80
• T-Class SL 568 page 80
• T-Class SL 588 page 81
• T-Class SL 668 page 81
• T-Class SL 704 page 82
Superior class

• T-Class SL 708 page 82

Double floor; level

Large garage

Large tank capacity

Garage loading capacity
up to 450 kg

GRP floor

PUAL body shell

Living area
and kitchen

Quality modern interiors
for the discerning customer.

76

Living area and kitchen

77

Optimally equipped.
The kitchen in the T 588 SL – pictured here in
the Palatino Apple furniture finish – boasts
a Smart-Tower refrigerator (142-litre) as
standard and offers plenty of storage space for
cooking utensils and groceries.

More space for kitchen appliances.
The pull-down storage compartment over the
kitchen sink in the T 588 SL is not only highly
practical but also ideal for housing additional
kitchen appliances.

Bright and cosy.
The optional L-shaped seating area with
swivel table in the T 708 SL radiates an atmosphere of cosiness thanks to the standard
Trentino Pear Wood furniture finish and
bright Cremissimo fabric design.

Superior class

Superior class | HYMER T-Class CL

No trip hazards.
The living area is level throughout, from the cab to the rear.
Despite this, the interior boasts
an immense headroom of 198 cm,
allowing ample freedom of
movement.

Superior class | HYMER T-Class CL
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Clear organisation.
The bathroom in the T 708 SL is clearly structured with a
separate shower, a separate bathroom and toilet area and a
dressing room in between.

Comfortable queen-size bed.
The exquisite queen-size bed is pictured here in the stylish Trentino
Pear Wood furniture finish, adjusted to the reading position with
raised bed head and neck supports on the rear wall.

Superior class

Sleeping
area

79

Sleeping and bathroom

Ideally equipped
for holiday comfort and
convenience.

Cosy and welcoming.
The comfy single beds in the rear of the
T 588 SL always look fresh and inviting with their
Palatino Apple furniture finish.

80

T-Class SL 554

Superior | HYMER T-Class SL 588 & 668
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T-Class SL 588
679

Highlights:
729

T-Class SL 554

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

679 x 235 x 290 cm

3,020 kg

480 – 1,480 * kg

Large bed 193 x 136 cm, angled
at foot end for ease of access

•

Floor-to-ceiling wardrobe, 43
cm wide

•

Rear bathroom with separate
shower and level shower space

•

Level living area floor with double floor and no platform

•

Large 142 l refrigerator

Seats

Highlights:

235

699

2 large twin beds, dimensions
183 x 80 / 193 x 80 cm

•

2 spacious wardrobes under
twin beds

•

*O = optional extras

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

699 x 235 x 290 cm

2,960 kg

540 – 1,540 * kg

T-Class SL 588

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

729 x 235 x 290 cm

3,015 kg

485 – 1,485 * kg

2 spacious wardrobes under
twin beds

•

Additional floor-to-ceiling
wardrobe

•

Comfort bathroom with separate shower and level shower
space

•

Level living area floor with
double floor and no platform

•

Large 142 l refrigerator

Seats

749

Comfort bathroom with separate shower and level shower
space

•

Level living area floor with
double floor and no platform

•

Large 142 l refrigerator

Berths / O*

*

T-Class SL 668

Berths / O*

*

Highlights:

Additional floor-to-ceiling
wardrobe

Seats

•

T-Class SL 668

•

•

T-Class SL 568

Berths / O*

*

T-Class SL 568

235

•

2 large twin beds, dimensions
191 x 80 / 200 x 80 cm

•

2 large, separate twin beds,
dimensions
184 x 80 / 198 x 80 cm

•

Large, wide wardrobe in rear
bathroom

•

Plenty of storage space under
beds

•

Rear bathroom with separate
shower
and level shower space,
can also be used as a dressing
room

•

Level living area floor with
double floor and no platform

•

Large 142 l refrigerator

235

235

Highlights:

•

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

749 x 235 x 290 cm

3,080 kg

420 – 1,420 * kg

Seats

Berths / O*

*

Superior class

Superior class | HYMER T-Class SL 554 & 568

Superior |
class
| HYMER T-Class SL 704 & 708
Rubrizerung
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T-Class SL 704

Highlights:
•

2 large twin beds,
dimensions 194 x 80 / 190 x 80
cm

•

2 spacious wardrobes under
twin beds

•

Additional floor-to-ceiling wardrobe

•

Bathroom for more privacy,
can be closed off to front with
dressing area inside

•

Level living area floor with double floor and no platform

•

Large 142 l refrigerator

•

Extra-spacious feel

235

779

Mass in running
order

Payload

779 x 235 x 290 cm

3,170 kg

1,330 kg

Seats

*

T-Class SL 708

Highlights:
•

Large queen-size bed, dimensions 190 x 140 cm, optional 2 m
length

•

2 wardrobes next to queensized bed

•

Additional floor-to-ceiling
wardrobe next to bathroom

•

Bathroom for more privacy,
can be closed off to front with
dressing area inside

•

Level living area floor with
double floor and no platform

•

Large 142 l refrigerator

•

Extra-spacious feel

235

779

T-Class SL 708

*O = optional extras

Berths / O*

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload

779 x 235 x 290 cm

3,170 kg

1,330 kg

Seats

Berths / O*

*

Superior class

T-Class SL 704

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Superior class | Hymermobil B-Class PL
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Hymermobil
B-Class
PremiumLine

A technical masterpiece.

Since 1981 we have been winning the hearts of motorhome fans with our Hymermobil B-Class
models. Here we can speak without exaggeration of a premium product which truly deserves
the name PremiumLine.
With innovative layout concepts, an elegant interior, smart exterior and many highlights included as standard, this model is indeed exclusive. Synonymous with top quality, optimal driving comfort and value retention, it more than does justice to the tradition
of the HYMER brand.

• B 778 PL page 90
• B 798 PL page 91

Double floor

GRP roof

70 cm entrance door

Bathroom

Large tank capacity

Large garage

Superior class

• B 668 PL page 90

Superior class | Hymermobil B-Class PL
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Living area and kitchen

87

Living area
and kitchen

Exclusive inventory for a unique
holiday experience.
Exclusive living space.
The attractive lounge seating area with
L-shaped bench seat and swivel pilot seats
give the B 778 and 798 PremiumLine
an authentic living room feel.

Home from home.
The very generous living area in the
B 778 and 798 PremiumLine with optional
front overhead lockers and extendable table
radiates an exclusive charm thanks to the
Palatino Apple furniture finish.

Superior class

Ample space for cooking.
The corner design allows plenty of space for
pottering in the kitchen, and cooking is a
whole lot easier thanks to the superior solid
surface worktop and six practical drawers.

Well designed food storage.
The B-Class PremiumLine has a split floor-to-ceiling larder
unit (depending on layout) – shown here in the B 778 and
798 PremiumLine.

Sleeping
and bathroom

88

89

Sleeping and bathroom

Superior class

Superior class | Hymermobil B-Class PL

Guaranteed privacy.
The elegant rear section of the B 668 PremiumLine is notable
for its very comfy low-level single beds.
The large separate rear bathroom guarantees maximum
privacy.

The comforts of a worldclass hotel.

Dual function.
The toilet and wash area are opposite each
other in the new bathroom of the B 778 PremiumLine. Thanks to a fixed door and a sliding
door, the area in between – including the wardrobe – can also be used as a dressing room.

Sleep in style.
The queen-size bed in the rear of the
B 798 PremiumLine is wonderfully
spacious. And with the cosy HYMER
bed linen, you'll benefit from a special
premium quality product. You won't
fail to be impressed by the quality
of the unique maco cotton interlock
jersey - just feel the difference!

90

B-Class PL 668

2 large twin beds with easy
access, dimensions 194 x 80 / 203
x 80 cm

•

1 spacious wardrobe
in bathroom

759
•

Level living area floor with double floor and no platform

•

Large 142 l refrigerator with
larder unit

Mass in running
order

Payload

Seats / + O*

759 x 235 x 290 cm

3,310 kg

1,190 kg

*

B-Class PL 778

235

858

*O = optional extras

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

*

858 x 235 x 290 cm

3,815 kg

1,185 – 1,685 * kg

•

2 huge twin beds, dimensions
209 x 80 / 210 x 80 cm

•

2 spacious wardrobes under
twin beds

•

Additional floor-to-ceiling
wardrobe in bathroom

•

Bathroom with wardrobe inside, free-standing washbasin,
can be closed off
to rear or front

•

Level living area floor with
double floor and no platform

•

Large 160 l refrigerator with
larder unit

Seats / + O*

*

879

Berths / O*

Highlights:
858

B-PL 778

Bathroom with dressing room
across entire vehicle width

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Highlights:
879

235

235

•

•

B-PL 668

B-Class PL 798

Highlights:
759

91

Hymermobil B-Class PL 798

Berths / O*

*

B-PL 798

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

879 x 235 x 290 cm

3,815 kg

1,185 – 1,685 * kg

•

Large queen-size bed, dimensions 200 x 148 cm

•

2 wardrobes next to queen-size
bed

•

Additional floor-to-ceiling wardrobe in bathroom

•

Bathroom with wardrobe inside,
free-standing washbasin, can be
closed off
to rear or front

•

Level living area floor with double floor and no platform

•

Large 160 l refrigerator with
larder unit

Seats / + O*

*

Berths / O*

*

Superior class

Superior class | Hymermobil B-Class PL 668 & 778

The Luxury class
Don't settle for
second best.

Want to enjoy the same comforts on holiday as you do at home? Welcome to the
HYMER elite! Here you'll find everything necessary to satisfy the highest standards: maximum space, maximum equipment and maximum well-being.
Hymermobil StarLine

Luxury class

Hymermobil B-Class SL

95

Luxury class | Hymermobil B-Class PL

Hymermobil
B-Class SL

Uncompromising comfort.

Welcome to the elite of modern motorhoming – with the exclusive Hymermobil BClass SL. With a length of up to 7.79 metres and technical equipment to match, it offers the independence, comfort and look of a Liner – at the price of a conventional integrated model.
Notable among the many special features of this model range are its spacious interior, excellent ease of movement and first-rate standard equipment package complete with large rear
garage. With the Hymermobil B-Class SL, you can enjoy comfort and self-sufficiency in equal
measure!

Facelift

• B-SL 704 page 101
• B-SL 708 page 101
• B-SL 634

Loadable double floor

GRP front, roof and
rear

PUAL AL/AL

HYMER LED headlight
and hybrid rear light

65 cm entrance door

Large tank capacity

Luxury class

(DuoMobil) page 102

Luxury class | Hymermobil B-Class SL
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Living area and kitchen

Long bench seats.
The comfort seating area in the
B 704 SL comprises a large
L-shaped bench seat with an
extra-wide bench seat opposite –
optionally available in Napoli
leather.
Handy pull-out shelf.
Above the sink is an extremely
handy pull-out shelf for kitchen
appliances, equipped with its
own 230-V socket.

Living area
and kitchen
A perfect marriage of
functionality and design.

Intelligent storage
As well as large Servo soft-close drawers, the B
704 SL is equipped with a half-height kitchen cabinet with larder unit which is excellent for storing
provisions and kitchen utensils.

Luxury class

Comfortable seating.
The seating in the B 704 SL, pictured here, is upholstered in Napoli leather. The Hymermobil can be
optionally supplied with front cupboards instead of
the fold-down bed.

Luxury class | Hymermobil B-Class SL
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Sleeping and bathroom

99

Tasteful down to the last detail.
A wealth of attractive and practical details
lend the bathroom of the B 704 SL a
pleasant, welcoming atmosphere. Among
these are the high-quality washbasin in luxurious “Cool Glass”.

Single beds or sleeping oasis
The two generously proportioned single
beds in the rear of the B 704 SL are 200 cm
long and can be extended as standard to
create one extra-large bed.

Tailor-made for every
aspiration.

Luxury class

Sleeping
and bathroom
Separable
areas.
The bathroom
boasts a large
standing area and
a separate shower
with real glass door.
A practical sliding
door separates the
bathroom from the
sleeping area.

100

101

Hymermobil B-Class SL 704 & 708

B-Class SL 704

Highlights:
•

2 large twin beds, dimensions 2
x 200 x 82 cm

•

Spacious wardrobe
and linen drawer under twin
beds, additional floor-to-ceiling
wardrobe

•

Extra-wide kitchen with larder
unit and coffee machine pullout tray including pad holder

•

Bathroom for more privacy, can
be closed off to front and rear
with dressing room inside

•

Double floor with
through-loading function incl.
level living area floor

•

Large 160 l refrigerator

235

779

779
Spacious & secure.
Large garage with internal
loading dimensions of W x H 110
x 123 cm and standard left and
right doors, pictured here in the
B 704 SL.
On request also with central
locking system including single-handed mechanism which
locks the doors easily and securely in two places.

B-SL 704
Through-loading compartment.
The practical through-loading
compartment is accessible from
both sides and readily accommodates long items such as tables,
surfboards or skis. Once again,
good insulation means there's no
risk of damage due to extreme
heat or cold.

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload

779 x 235 x 296 cm

**

**

Seats / + O*

*

B Class SL 708
779

Large power-adjustable queensize bed, dimensions
200 x 155 cm

•

Bathroom for more privacy, can
be closed off to front and rear
with dressing room inside

•

Practical pull-out tray in overhead locker for coffee machine
and capsule holder

•

Double floor with
through-loading function incl.
level living area floor

•

Large 160 l refrigerator

235

•

779

B-SL 708

*O = Optional extra

*

Highlights:

Maxi exterior locker.
Under the L-shaped seating area
in the Hymermobil B-Class SL is a
generously designed, heated maxi
exterior locker with two levels and
a gas-spring-operated door.

Giant screen.
The 32" LED screen with electrically extending TV bracket
ensures optimal viewing – just
like at home. Combined with the
HYMER Smart Multimedia system
(included with the 32" TV), it
makes a for a great viewing
experience.

Berths / O*

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

779 x 235 x 296 cm

**

**

* *Data not yet confirmed on going to press.

Seats / + O*

*

Berths / O*

*

Luxury class

Luxury class | Hymermobil B-Class SL
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Hymermobil B-Class SL 634 (DuoMobil)

Highlights:
•

Fold-down bed with twin bed
option, dimensions 206 x 80 /
199 x 80 cm

•

2 wardrobes in front section of
vehicle

•

Bathroom for more privacy,
can be closed off to rear with
dressing area inside

•

Level living area floor

•

ALDE hot water heater with
heat exchanger

•

Large 160 l refrigerator

•

Large luxury garage with 2
large garage doors as standard

B-Class SL 634 (DuoMobil)
779

B-SL 634 (DuoMobil)

*O = optional extras

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload

779 x 235 x 315 cm

3,660 kg

840 kg

Seats / + O*

*

Berths / O*

*

Luxury class

102

235

Luxury class | Hymermobil B-Class SL 634 (DuoMobil)
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Hymermobil
StarLine

The star among motorhomes.

Built on a Mercedes-Benz chassis, this Hymermobil B-Class vehicle is aptly named. The exclusive
motorhome boasts comprehensive standard equipment along with well-planned interior design
concepts, and meets the highest motorhoming standards. The combination of Mercedes-Benz
chassis and engine power and the typical HYMER high-tech body in PUAL design plus GRP roof
and floor gives this model a distinctive edge. Not only that: when it comes to roadholding, flexibility and range – not to mention interior ambience, winter-resistance and heating comfort –
the HYMER StarLine definitely gets an extra star.

• StarLine 680 page 110

Rear-wheel drive

Double floor

Large tank capacity

Large garage

GRP roof

3.0-l, 6-cylinder
engine

Luxury class

• StarLine 690 page 110

Luxury class | Hymermobil StarLine

Living
area and
kitchen

106
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Living area and kitchen

A touch of paradise.
The living area in the StarLine –
pictured here in Napoli leather and
Palatino Apple furniture finish – is a
highlight in visual terms alone. The
elegant kitchen unit for instance
boasts a large, low-level work surface, larder unit and easy-care solid
surface worktop.

More space for kitchen appliances.
The pull-down storage compartment
over the kitchen sink is not only highly
practical but also ideal for housing
additional kitchen appliances.

Quality to indulge all
your senses.

Luxury class

Stylish leather design. The seating combination of
the StarLine 680 is pictured here in Napoli leather
which coordinates perfectly with the lift-up cabinet
doors. The versatile luxury table can be rotated
through 360 degrees and adjusted vertically or
horizontally.

Luxury class | Hymermobil StarLine
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Sleeping and bathroom

Comfortable sleeping quarters.
The sleeping area in the StarLine
680 is equipped with two
comfortable single beds and
all-round overhead lockers. Fixed
steps with a large tread allow
safe and convenient access. The
standard HYMER comfort
sleeping system with high-quality
disc spring bed frames maximises
the benefits of the multi-zone
cold foam mattresses.

Sleeping
area

Stylish glass design.
The high-quality washbasin in superior
“Cool Glass” is attractive, extremely robust,
durable and easy to clean, with a
porcelain-like look and feel.

Separable areas.
The bathroom in the StarLine can be separated off
completely from the living area.
Thanks to a fixed door, the area
in between can also be used as a dressing room.

Luxury class

Tailor-made for every
aspiration.

Ample headroom.
The 150 cm-wide, fully usable surface of the lowered folddown bed allows a good metre of headroom.

Luxury
class||Rubrizerung
Hymermobil StarLine 680 & 690
Luxus Klasse
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StarLine 680
•

2 large twin beds,
dimensions 204 x 80/188 x 80 cm

•

2 spacious wardrobes under twin
beds

•

Additional floor-to-ceiling wardrobe

•

Bathroom for more privacy,
can be closed off to front with
inside dressing area
and level shower space

•

Level living area floor with double floor and no platform

•

Large jumbo refrigerator
with 160 l capacity

235

797

StarLine 680

Voted by you.

Highlights:

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

797 x 235 x 290 cm

4,040 kg

960 – 1,260 * kg

Seats / + O*

*

HYMER in the
promobil READERS’ POLL 2017:

Berths / O*

*

StarLine 690
Highlights:

235

797

StarLine 690

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

797 x 235 x 290 cm

4,065 kg

935 – 1,235 * kg

•

Large queen-size bed, dimensions 204 x 140 cm

•

2 wardrobes next to queensized bed

•

Additional floor-to-ceiling
wardrobe

•

Bathroom for more privacy,
can be closed off to front with
inside dressing area and level
shower space

Highest resale value for all brands

1

Best aftersales service

•

Level living area floor with
double floor and no platform

1

Best workmanship

•

Large jumbo refrigerator
with 160 l capacity

1

Highest reliability

Seats / + O*

*

Berths / O*

*

www.hymer.com
*O = optional extras

1
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Upholstery & furniture ﬁnishes

The interior
at a glance
Soft furnishings

113

Fabric and leather design,
carpet and wood ﬁnishes.

Single-colour fabrics

Fayon

Tokyo

Delfi

Milos

Pico

Santorin

Janeiro

Cusco

Style collection

Ecotech

Part leather

Aureus

Grazia

Cremissimo

Paradiso

Santana

Tobago

Full leather

Carpets

Napoli

Roma

Tortora

Samara

Grand Oak

Velvet Ash

Wood ﬁnishes
Cristallo

Trentino Pear Wood

Soft furnishings

–

–

–

–

ML-T
–

B-Class PremiumLine

–

–

ML-I
StarLine
–

–

–

–

–
–

–

–
–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Van / Van S

–

Exsis-t

–

T-Class CL

–

T-Class SL

–

–

–

–

–

–

–
–

–
–

–

Exsis-i

–

–

B-Class DynamicLine

–

–

–

B-Class PremiumLine
ML-I

–

–

–

StarLine

–

–

–

DuoMobil (B-DL 534)

–

–

DuoMobil (B-SL 634)

–

–

B-Class SL

–

–

–

–

–
–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Samara

Roma

Tortora

Napoli

Tobago

Santana

Cremissimo

Paradiso

= Optional extra – = Not available

–

–

–

–

–

–
–

–
–

–

–
–

–

Grazia

Aureus

Santorin

= Standard equipment

–

–

ML-T

Aruba

Pico

Cristallo

Tokio

Janeiro

–

–

Cusco

–

= Optional extra – = Not available

–

–

Delfi

–

Milos

–
Fayon

= Standard equipment

–

–

DuoMobil (B-SL 634)
B-Class SL

–

–

B-Class DynamicLine

DuoMobil (B-DL 534)

–

–

T-Class SL
Exsis-i

–

Wood ﬁnishes

Velvet Ash

T-Class CL

–

Carpets

Grand Oak

–

Full leather

Chiavenna
Walnut

–

–

Part leather

Palantino
Apple

–

Ecotech

Chiavenna Walnut

Trentino
Pear Wood

Van / Van S
Exsis-t

Style
collection

Single-colour fabrics

Palantino Apple

HYMER Service

Aruba

HYMER Service | Optional extras
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Optional extras

Special solutions to customise your van.
Want to add a more personal touch of class to your HYMER motorhome? You'll find a wealth
of attractive extras to choose from. Below are just a few of them – your HYMER dealer will be
happy to provide details of the full range.

Four-wheel drive
Difficult conditions such as snow, ice and
loose gravel are no problem for the ML-T and
ML-I 4x4. The motorhome can be adapted for
this purpose via a rocker switch on the dashboard which activates the front-wheel drive.
The engine power is then distributed between the front and rear axle at a ratio of
35:65. The four-wheel drive mode raises the
vehicle level by approx. 8.5 cm, which increases the ramp and slope angle accordingly. Activating the four-wheel drive gives the
ML-T and ML-I more traction, directional
control and pulling power, giving them the
same optimal performance as a regular SUV.

32" TV

Luxury entrance door

Tailgate

The gas bottles are housed securely and accessibly in an exterior compartment. Changing the
gas bottles couldn’t be easier
thanks to an optionally available, practical sliding shelf.

The 60-cm-wide maxi entrance
door allows easy access to the
motorhome. The luxury entrance
door pictured here is also optionally available with windows,
blackout blind, integrated rubbish
bin and 2-stage locking device.

The optional garage door in
the rear wall provides even
better access to the garage.

HYMER alloy rims

5th seat

Smart service camera

High-quality HYMER alloy rims
lend added individuality and
style to all HYMER motorhomes
– and that's just on the outside!

A practical add-on: if you are a
party of five, an extra seat can
be quickly and easily fitted to
the small bench seat next to the
entrance door (depending on
layout).

With the aid of the service camera mounted under the floor,
the driver can manoeuvre the
vehicle's waste water outlet precisely over the wastewater shaft
without them or their passenger
having to get out.

Electric front blinds with
privacy function
An electric front windscreen
roller blind is optionally available to keep out prying eyes as
well as the cold.

Front overhead lockers

Hob/oven
combo

Low-level twin beds

Trailer hitch

Low-level twin beds can be optionally ordered for the ML 580
and 620 models, for those wanting a little more headroom and
a comfortable bed height.

With the optional trailer hitch,
you can take a boat and trailer
with you on holiday – and gain
some extra stowage space.

With its 32-inch screen diagonal
and high definition, the LED TFT
television is ideal for a cosy
evening in front of the TV.

The new and innovative
SMART Control

Sliding shelf for gas
bottles

The optional front lockers
including a front roof hatch in
place of a fold-down bed give
the motorhome even more living and storage space.

The hob and oven unit combines different functions, with a
grill integrated in the oven section and a 3-burner hob on the
top.

HYMER Service

The new and innovative HYMER Smart Control
system shows the charge level of the battery
and allows fresh and waste water tank levels to
be checked.

HYMER Service |
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HYMER Original
Parts & Accessories
A perfect match.

Sleep in style

Don’t forget your bike!

Windscreen cover

Ice and snow on the go

The HYMER e-bike

A perfect ﬁt

An individual touch

Exclusive bicycle rack system for the HYMER
rear garage. Takes just seconds to install.
Probably the smallest and lightest bike rack
in the motorhome sector, it offers the same
security as conventional models without
needing a support rail.

Cover in ultra-light, weather-resistant PVC-coated mesh fabric
for sun protection and privacy.
Fits perfectly
and looks great.

Please contact your HYMER dealer
for offers on our range of original winter tyres!

The HYMER e-bike by FLYER gives you even more mobility on holiday.
Based on the Flogo model with a conveniently low, easy-mount
frame and 250-W Panasonic motor, the e-bike fits easily into the
rear garage thanks to its compact size and smart handlebar and pedal folding mechanisms. You’ll be impressed by its high-quality
craftsmanship and excellent handling, not to mention the generous
warranty, e.g. 10 years on the frame.

Cut-to-fit, high-quality front
seat floor mat made from polypropylene tufted velour with
nubuck-effect edging. Stamped
with the Original HYMER
branding.

With their simple elegance and
huge load-bearing capacity,
HYMER aluminium rims made by
Goldschmitt not only enhance
the appearance of your motorhome, but are also ideal for increasing the weight rating.

All on board ...

Rear vision

Multimedia system

Well covered

Organisational wizard

For young sleepyheads

Like sleeping on air

Made to measure

The flexible storage space system developed exclusively for
HYMER
keeps the garage well organised
and saves you the hassle of
climbing inside for loading and
unloading.

The reversing camera is elegantly integrated into the third
brake light (Carrara white or Sierra grey metallic paint finish).
It ensures optimum visibility
even at night, thanks to infrared
sensors (available as single or
dual camera).

In addition to route-finding, the
HYMER TomTom Bridge also
comes with all the functions of a
normal tablet plus many useful
HYMER extras.

You can tell an original HYMER
seat cover from its optimal fit.
The covers are machine-washable with a pocket at the back,
and are available in beige and
graphite.

The fold-down bed organiser is
a real boon, providing ideal extra storage for all those who
rarely use the fold-down bed.

Measuring 160 × 70 cm, the
HYMER child’s bunk
provides an extra berth and can
be easily fitted in the Fiat Ducato and Mercedes-Benz Sprinter
cab.

The Visco-Elastic foam specially
developed for the HYMER mattress topper is air-permeable
and reacts to even the lightest
weight, moulding perfectly to
your body.

You can tell an original HYMER
fitted sheet from its optimal fit.
Available for all bed versions.
The cover is pleasantly soft to
the touch and washable at 60°C.

HYMER Service

HYMER bed linen by ESTELLA is made from
top-quality Egyptian cotton (non-iron interlock jersey). It is available in a choice of
two designs to match the colour scheme of
the HYMER interior.

Discover the wide range of innovative solutions available in the categories interior, exterior, chassis system, travel and transportation. With HYMER original accessories, you can rest assured you’ve made the
right choice: a perfect fit, impeccable workmanship and original quality. HYMER original parts and accessories are not available direct from the factory, but are ordered and retrofitted exclusively via your HYMER dealer. You can find the full range of HYMER Original Parts & Accessories online at www.hymer-original-zubehoer.com/en

HYMER Service |
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Making good even better!
Are you a music-lover with a HYMER Smart Multimedia
System? Then we have the perfect addition for you: upgrade with a centre speaker and subwoofer.

For 4-legged friends
The tailor-made HYMER dog bed in
high-quality imitation leather comes with a
fleecy cushion and a non-slip cover on the
underside. Fits perfectly into most
motorhomes.

Rest assured

Goodbye to cable clutter!

Safety and comfort

The specially designed HYMER safe for the passenger door of your Fiat Ducato
vehicle has enough space for the most important valuables that need to come
with you on a journey.

With the Inbay charging tray specially adapted for the
Mercedes Sprinter, you can charge your smartphone inductively, i.e. wirelessly.

The space-saving HYMER aluminium dog box is available in two sizes and is simply fastened
to the seating bench with its specially designed strap system.

Lighting up the dark
The extra original LED (with multiple settings) complements the standard light in the
rear garage for enhanced illumination.

Personal touch

Sleep safe and sound thanks to the innovative anti-burglary system. This alarm
system has been developed to minimise the likelihood of a break-in and, in an
emergency, to wake the occupants so that they can draw attention to
themselves.

The dashboard decor is sporty and made to measure.
Available in burl wood or silver finish.

Enjoy being active and discovering new places? Wherever your journey takes you – we
have the perfect outfit.

HYMER Service

Travel is always in fashion
Thinking ahead
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FREEONTOUR programme

The HYMER
FREEONTOUR
programme
Prepared for every adventure.
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HYMER dealership and service network

The global
HYMER dealership
and service network
There for you, the world over.
Already planned your next big trip? Now you just need a
suitable caravan, camper van or motorhome from HYMER
to get you there, safely and comfortably. Wherever you are
– we are close at hand. From Denmark to New Zealand: you
will find a professional HYMER representative who speaks
your language, almost anywhere in the world.
Our 450 contract partners and our dense network of HYMER
dealers and service providers, particularly in Europe, are
there to welcome you to the global world of HYMER vehicles

HYMER offers the ideal combination of loyalty card and travel portal
with its new complimentary FREEONTOUR programme.
Forget the daily grind. Just set off for the horizon. Open to whatever
comes your way. Two companions will always be with you:
the FREEONTOUR portal as an interactive tour guide and your complimentary FREEONTOUR loyalty card, which gives you access to discounts on purchases all over Europe.
Your benefits in the FREEONTOUR travel portal:
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and caravans. Our international partners are happy to help
you rent or buy vehicles, arrange services such as our inclusive roadside assistance, book a test drive, or just get a first
impression of our caravans, camper vans and motorhomes.
Take advantage of the wide range of innovative solutions offered by HYMER Original Parts & Accessories in terms of interiors, exteriors, multimedia or travel and transport.

excellent support with lots of useful information for planning
your holiday and route, as well as for reference while away.
Comprehensive, interactive campsite and pitch database with
more than 25,000 locations including a practical search function and helpful customer reviews. Handy logbook for entering
photos, memories and experiences while on holiday, ready for
sharing with family and friends on your return. Also lets you
interact and compare notes with other like-minded users. Can
be used online or as an app.

Interesting articles and reviews giving ideas and suggestions for
future trips. Easy-to-use, practical planning tool that gives you

Access our global HYMER dealership and service network at:
https://www.hymer.com/en/service-and-accessories/dealer-search.html

HYMER Service

Want to know where you can find us?
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Top service and efficiency

Top service,
maximum efficiency
The ﬁgures speak for themselves. And for us.
We want our customers to enjoy their HYMER motorhome –
ideally a life long. That’s why we set up HYMER Original Parts
& Accessories, a dense supply network through which our
services for all model ranges can be easily accessed at all
times. This idea was a true industry first when launched in
2012. The beauty of HYMER Original Parts is that it will
provide you with spare parts within 24 hours, even for
models up to 15 years old. For parts critical to maintaining

vehicle operability, you can rely on a guaranteed supply for
10 years, and our extended warranty for new vehicles gives
you the best possible protection on new purchases. Accessories
corresponding to our model ranges are developed simultaneously with the start of vehicle construction, making them a
perfect addition to your holiday routine.

HYMER dealership training

Regular
HYMER training for
dealers
Top service guarantees customer satisfaction.

To quote Bernhard Kibler, Managing Director of HYMER, “Top-quality customer service has always been one of the cornerstones of our company philosophy. Of course that also applies to our large number of contract partners in locations all over
the world, who take care of our customers’ particular needs.”
It is for this very reason that we at Hymer GmbH & Co KG in
Bad Waldsee have been carrying out regular and comprehensive workshop training for our international dealers for more
than 23 years. Because everyone who decides to purchase a
HYMER motorhome is entitled to expect the best possible
quality of service. Thus, alongside our contract partners, our
customer service employees also receive instruction and regular specialist training. For example, we trained 450 participants in 2015, and 500 (including specialists) in 2016, covering
the languages German, English, French and Italian.
Dealers are actively trained at the HYMER HQ in a two-day
programme focusing on both theory and practice. Seminars
include giving dealers specialist knowledge to enable them to

24 – 48

50 –100

450

Delivery time in hours throughout Europe

Average distance in km to the nearest HYMER dealer

Number of HYMER service partners
and dealers worldwide

10,000

45,000

210,000

Area of HYMER warehouse in m2

Number of different spare parts available in
our warehouse

Deliveries per year

provide the best possible service in case of necessary repairs
and for retrofits. Training topics are aligned with dealerships’ needs in order to meet the requirements of the market. Training is delivered in German, English, French and Italian for our international contract partners.
As a special service, HYMER also offers specialist training
courses for external participants including independent consultants or employees from organisations such as TÜV or
DEKRA. The aim is to improve their familiarity with vehicle
models, so that in the event of a claim settlement, they
can calculate damages and repair costs as accurately as
possible and guarantee the vehicle owner a smooth insurance
claims procedure.

HYMER Service
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Note
This brochure describes the series status at the time of publication.
Despite careful checking of the contents, misprints cannot be ruled
out. We reserve the right to modify the equipment or make product
improvements during the course of the model year. Before signing a
sales contract, please ask one of our authorised HYMER dealers about
the current product and series status.
Some vehicles include optional extras which are quoted in the current
price list and available at extra cost. The decoration shown is not supplied by HYMER. The details of scope of delivery, appearance, performance, dimensions and weights are valid at the time of going to press –
deviations within the factory tolerance limits (max. +/- 5%) are possible
and permissible.
These data comply with European homologation regulations, which may
change up to the time of vehicle purchase or delivery. Your HYMER dealer will gladly provide you with information on any changes and the
standard scope of delivery.
Copyright © 2017 Hymer GmbH & Co. KG

Hymer GmbH & Co. KG
Postfach 1140
D-88330 Bad Waldsee
www.hymer.com
Follow us on Facebook and Instagram:

